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Abstract� This paper presents a �ux�calibrated� high�resolution� high�SNR atlas of op�

tical and near�IR sky emission� It provides a complete template of the high�resolution

night�sky emission spectrum with the deepest exposures ever obtained from ground� The

data have been acquired by UVES� ESO�s echelle spectrograph at the ���m UT� tele�

scope of the Very Large Telescope �VLT�� Raw data stacks with up to 	
 hours integration

time have been combined� The spectrum covers the range ��	� � 	��� �A at a resolving

power of about ���� A total of ���	 sky emission lines have been measured� This

high�resolution spectrum is intended for identi�cation of previously unknown faint sky

lines� for simulations of ground based observations where the sky background is import�

ant� as template for checks on the accuracy and stability of the wavelength scale� and as

reference for the reduction of spectra of faint objects�

Key words� Line� identi�cation � Atomic data � Atmospheric e�ects � Atlases

�� Introduction

Night�sky �airglow� emission imprints a rich line spectrum� and a faint continuum� on

every observed astrophysical spectrum in the optical� The night�sky spectrum is a nuis�

ance for many deep observations� Even at long exposure times� signal�to�noise ratio �SNR�

is insu�cient to completely remove the faint emission lines in the blue� On the other hand�

many strong lines in the red hide portions of the science data� this e�ect increasing dra�

� Figures �	�
 are available at http��edpsciences�org� Tables �	� are available

in electronic form at the CDS via anonymous ftp to cdsarc�u�strasbg�fr or via

http���cdsweb�u�strasbg�fr�cgi�bin�qcat�J�A�A��TBD��
�� Based on observations obtained with the VLT at the European Southern Observatory�

Paranal� Chile

��� email� rhanuscheso�org
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Table �� Sample of input data

setting� range ��A� number of spectra airmass seeing fractional lunar total exposure

�year � month� illumination time �h�

��� DI
 �x� �
�� � ���� � ����
���� � 
�����
���� �����
��� ����������� 
���

� ����
���� �mean� 
�
��� �mean� ����� �mean� ���
��

��� DI� �x� ���� � ���� � ����
���� � 
���
������ ��������� ����������� 
���

� ����
���� �mean� 
���
� �mean� ����� �mean� ������

��� DI
 �x� L� ��
� � ����� � ����
���� 
�����
���
 ��������� ����������� ���

U� ���� � ���� �mean� 
�
��� �mean� ����� �mean� ���
��

��� DI� �x� L� ���� � ����� � ����
���� 
���
�
��
� ���� �� ���� ����������� ���

U� ���� � 
���� �mean� 
�
��� �mean� ����� �mean� ������

� central wavelength in nm� dichroic �lter� binning� L � lower red CCD� U � upper red CCD

matically towards the infrared� There sky emission lines dominate other emission sources

�Rousselot et al� ���

It has been realized however that there are also positive aspects in the night�sky

emission lines� namely that they provide a template for wavelength self�calibration of the

science data �e�g� Osterbrock et al� 	��
� 	�����

This paper presents a �ux�calibrated night�sky emission atlas at high resolution and

high SNR� It extends the existing ISAAC infrared atlas �Rousselot et al� �� Lidman

et al� �� towards the optical range and towards higher spectral resolution�

Input data have been obtained with ESO�s echelle spectrograph UVES �Dekker et al�

�� mounted at the ���m UT� �Kueyen� telescope of the VLT array on Paranal� The

aim of the atlas is to accurately determine night�sky emission line positions and �uxes�

These data are potentially useful for deep spectroscopy of point and extended sources�

but also for other applications� e�g� aeronomy� The advantages of the present atlas over

the existing data from the Keck 	m telescope �Osterbrock et al� 	��
� 	���� are the �ux

calibration� the higher number of line positions� the higher SNR and the extension to the

blue� It also provides a useful supplement of the recent UBVRI Paranal night sky survey

of Patat �����

�� Acquisition

The sky emission spectrum has been constructed as by�product from archival and mean�

while public deep science exposures� They have been selected for the following criteria�

� exposure time at least 	 hour�
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Fig� �� Left� single raw �le �
 hour exposure�� Right� stack from seven input raw �les �total

exposure time � hours�� The setting ��� DI
 �x� has been used here� Echelle orders run almost

vertically� with wavelength increasing downwards and to the right� The two black lines mark the

sky�exposed part of one speci�c order� Dark continuum is stellar �ux� The sky emission lines�

as monochromatic images of the entrance slit� mark the slit extension� The inter�order space

�bright� can clearly be distinguished from the slit�illuminated CCD areas on the stacked frame

� �x� binning�

� seeing 	�� or better�

� minimalmoon contamination �fractional lunar illumination���� and moon distance

�����

� object well centred and point�like�

Exposure time� binning and moon constraints were dictated by the quest for highest�

possible sensitivity� The seeing constraint is important because the slit length was quite

limited� In the blue� the standard slit length is 	�� or about 	� binned pixels� In the red�

the slit is 	��� long or � binned pixels� A longer slit would have been more favourable

for the purpose of this project but is normally not chosen for science observations� to

provide su�cient inter�order space� Therefore the UVES sky spectra had to be extracted

from quite a limited range along the spatial coordinate of the slit� contrary to long�slit

spectra �see Fig� 	�� Any degrading by bad seeing would have polluted the stellar source

into the sky region� especially in the blue�
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Fig� �� �D extracted �bottom� and 
D extracted spectrum �top�� The central order marked in

Fig� 
 has been selected here� Wavelength scale increases towards the right� The two sky windows

are marked� The collapsed 
D sky spectrum has been constructed from these two windows� The

features accepted and measured as sky emission lines are marked by open triangles

For the same reason it has been very important to �nd well�centred spectra from

point�like sources� Input frames were visually checked for proper centring and also selected

against contamination by multiple sources or extended background emission�

The slit width in all spectra was 	���� This is a reasonable trade�o� between highest

SNR and highest spectral resolution� The slit width of 	��� translates into resolving power

R � ��� in the blue� and ��� in the red� Selected input data are summarized in

Table 	�

All spectra have been obtained in Service Mode runs� Most data have been collected

around new moon of June �	 �nights �	�
��������� Some spectra have been added

from the new moon periods �	�� �nights �	���	�����	����	� and �	�� �nights

�	���	
���	���

UVES has a mosaic of one blue and two red CCDs� Two blue standard settings have

been selected �central wavelength ��
 nm� dichroic �lter �	 and ��� nm� dichroic ����

and two red standard settings ��� nm� dichroic �	� and �
 nm� dichroic ���� all in

binned mode ��x��� The data cover the whole wavelength range accessible to UVES�

�� Reduction

The spectra have been reduced with the UVES pipeline

�version 	���� �Ballester et al� ��� using pipeline�processed master calibration data

from the same period� Two steps were necessary�

	� All spectra per setting and per period have been stacked and combined� in order

to remove cosmic ray hits and improve the SNR �see Fig� 	�� This step made use of the
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Fig� �� Cross�dispersion scans �setting ��� DI
 �x��� One scan every ���A in slit direction is

shown� The two areas de�ned by the broken lines de�ne the two extraction windows for the sky

spectrum �SKY
� SKY��� Their width is � binned pixels ����� each� to be safe for the seeing

wings of the object signal

uves cal mkmaster recipe which is usually employed to stack sets of raw BIAS or FLAT

data� Cosmic ray removal has been very e�cient�

�� The stacked science data have then been reduced with the standard recipe for

science reduction� uves obs scired� Extraction mode has been ��D�� which means the

data have been de�biased� �attened� wavelength�calibrated� merged� and resampled to a

two�dimensional wavelength�Y grid where Y is the vertical slit coordinate �Fig� ���

The blue data come from two di�erent epochs �Table 	�� with two di�erent grating

orientations� They have been co�added per period and reduced separately� Only after

full reduction the results have been averaged into the �nal result� All data from within

the same period �covering a few days� have been reduced with the same wavelength

calibration and �at �eld �les�

In the blue� two sky windows of � binned pixels each ����� have �nally been extrac�

ted� located at the upper and lower boundaries �SKY	 and SKY�� see Fig� ��� thereby

avoiding contamination from the signal source� The width of the sky windows was chosen

empirically� Figure � shows cross�dispersion pro�les for the bluest data� The �nal 	D sky

spectrum has been obtained from collapsing and averaging the two sky windows�

In the red� a regular pipeline�provided 	D extraction of the science spectrum has

delivered as by�product extracted sky windows� This product has been chosen as 	D

spectrum since it has a better merging algorithm for the echelle orders�

Both the extracted �	D� and recti�ed but otherwise unextracted ��D� results have

been used for the following line measurements because both have their speci�c pros and

cons� The �D spectra are superior for line measurements and reliability assessment� The

pipeline�delivered results have however their limitations� e�g� �at��eld artefacts� a crude
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order merging algorithm and a smaller wavelength coverage� The 	D spectra �obtained

from averaging the �D data in the blue� and from direct pipeline extraction of the input

data in the red� provide better emission line plots and higher SNR but limited capacity

for recognizing noise and artefacts�

�� Flux calibration

���� Master response curves

The extracted spectra still carry some large�scale signature of the spectrograph� namely

the ratio of sky emission and �at �eld spectral slopes� To obtain calibrated �uxes� master

response curves have been used� These have been derived from a large set of �ux standard

star measurements obtained over roughly the same period as the input spectra��

A typical UVES night sees standard star measurements with a 	�� slit in the evening

and in the morning twilight� The UVES pipeline creates from each input standard star

frame a response curve� by dividing the extracted signal into the tabulated physical �ux of

the standard star� These response curves need to be corrected for exposure time� binning�

gain and extinction� Furthermore they show stellar spectral features which need to be

treated properly before they are compared to the tabulated �ux values� These values

typically come on a � �A grid�

It is also obvious that the quality of the nights� and of the standard star �uxes� vary�

It is therefore devisable to carefully select night�by�night response curves� The result

of the correction and selection steps are the master response curves� These provide a

high�quality �ux calibration of the relative slope of the spectrum� The absolute scale of

the �ux�calibrated spectrum may still su�er from systematic e�ects like slit losses and

variability of the photometric quality of a night�

For the �ux calibration of the UVES sky spectrum� a set of master response curves

has been selected which is valid for the period �	�
�	 until �	���� �Fig� ���

���� Flux calibration of sky emission spectra

The following expression has been used for the �ux calibration of the sky emission spectra�

Fsky��� � fsky��� �E��� � �conv�Texp �MRSP����s�px �	�

where F and f denote the physical �calibrated� and the extracted �uncalibrated� �ux

of the sky spectrum� respectively� E��� is the extinction correction� �conv is the CCD

conversion factor �� 	�gain�� Texp is the average exposure time per input spectrum� spx

� Find more information about the UVES master response curves� including downloads� under

the URL

http���www�eso�org�qc�UVES�qc�std qc��html�
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Fig� �� Master response curves selected for the �ux calibration of the sky emission spectrum�

Table �� Numbers for �ux calibration

setting� Texp �conv spx

�sec� ����px�

��� DI
 �x� ���� ���� �������

��� DI� �x� ���� ���� �������

��� DI
 �x� ���� ���� ��
����

��� DI� �x� ���� ���� ��
����

� central wavelength in nm� dichroic �lter� binning

is the pixel scale� and MRSP��� is the master response curve� The pixel scale enters here

since for extended sources like sky emission� Fsky��� is the surface �ux� Table � has the

parameters mean exposure time� conversion factor and pixel scale for each set�up used

here�

The �ux calibration of the sky emission spectra has some speci�c problems�

Extinction correction� The major part of the sky emission spectrum is due to

OH Meinel bands and arises in atmospheric heights of typically � km �Leinert et al�

	����� Light emitted at those altitudes can be expected to su�er from essentially the

same extinction as light from extraterrestrial sources� However� the emission layer of

�nite distance and extent introduces a special geometric e�ect� The optical path length

through a layer of thickness l� along a line of sight at airmass X increases with X� l � l� �X

�Roach � Meinel 	���� Garstang 	����� This causes the night sky emission to brighten

towards the horizon�

This is applicable� however� for only a fraction f of the continuum sky emission which

is of atmospheric origin� while the remainder fraction �	�f� is from di�use extraterrestrial

sources and does not show that e�ect �Patat ����
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Assumptions on f are very uncertain� It is also well known that sky emission is

highly variable �see Patat ���� Therefore only a standard extinction correction has

been applied which focuses on the leading e�ect� namely the extinction which is strongly

chromatic especially in the blue�

E���X� � 	���� e���X ���

The standard La Silla extinction law e� extrapolated beyond � �A� has been used �T�ug

	��� which takes into account Rayleigh scattering� ozone and aerosol absorption� The

mean airmass values from Table 	 have been used�

Neglecting the geometric brightening in principle leads to an overcorrection of ex�

tinction� and hence the sky emission �ux� Using the UBVRI extinction coe�cients for

Paranal from Patat�s Table A�	� the mean airmass values from Table 	� and f � �


�Patat�s Appendix C�� the e�ect of the overshoot can be estimated� The result is that on

average the corrected �uxes may be too high by about �	 mag �less in the red� more in

the ��� setting with its higher average airmass�� with no strong wavelength dependence�

We will ignore that potential e�ect in the following�

Contamination� As much care as possible has been taken to select data from really

dark time �see Sect� ��� Also contamination has been avoided as far as possible� either

from the seeing wings of the scienti�c objects or from extraterrestrial di�use emission

�such as extended HII regions�� All input raw frames have been inspected to have seeing

better than 	��� The median stacking process is expected to remove background emission

outliers� Residual contamination� if present at all� is likely to be very small�

Intrinsic variability� Sky emission lines are well known to be variable on various

time and spatial scales� The input data used here have been collected from di�erent

nights and from long exposures� The measured line �uxes are therefore an average only�

Setting ��	 DI� �x�� The master response curve for that setting is established

redwards of ���A only� because of the standard stars used during the validity period�

The curve used here has been extrapolated bluewards towards �	�A using a second�order

polynomial�

Setting ��
 DI� �x�� The �ux calibration in that setting might be less certain than

in the other settings because of the intrinsic uncertainties of the master response curve

in the Balmer jump region�

���� Product spectra

The �ux�calibrated UVES sky emission spectrum has been collected in two forms�

� the �ux calibrated and extracted spectrum �	D��

� the �ux calibrated two�dimensional spectrum ��D��
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Fig� �� Strongly averaged UVES sky emission spectrum� Bottom� �ux sampled into ��A bins�

The continuum �ux� indicated by the solid line� is roughly constant at about 
�� �
���� cgs

units �erg s�� �A�� cm�� arcs���� The settings used are labelled� Top� the total sky emission

�ux �line plus continuum� averaged across ���A bins� and the continuum �ux plotted as solid

line� The �ux scale is logarithmic� with the same �ux units as in the bottom panel

In either case the result spectra come in six separate wavelength regions� one for each

of the two blue settings �central wavelengths ��
 and ��� nm�� and four for the two red

settings� each of which splitting into two spectra because of the two red CCDs� The six

sub�spectra have not been merged into one single spectrum since that would mean to

compromise too much the bin size of the data�

The bottom part of Fig� � shows the �ux�calibrated night�sky spectrum� sampled to

��A to illustrate the continuum slope� Steps between certain portions of the spectrum

presumably come from uncertainties in the extraction of the faint sky continuum �ux�

The full spectrum is plotted in Figs� ���	�
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�� Line measurements

���� Selecting emission lines

Before discussing the sky emission spectrum in more depth� we want to focus on meas�

urements of the emission lines� in order to disentangle continuum and line emission�

Apart from providing the �ux�calibrated sky emission spectrum� the second purpose

of this paper is to derive accurate emission line positions and strengths� For that purpose

the �D spectra� the extracted SKY	 and SKY� spectra� and their error �expressed as rms

of the di�erence spectra� have been used� It is the scope of the present paper to provide

input data for spectroscopic identi�cations� A starting point for these may be found e�g�

in Osterbrock et al� �	��
� 	����� in Abrams et al� �	����� and in Rousselot et al� ����

It turned out that the main challenge is not to �nd emission lines but to reject fake

lines due to e�g� reduction or CCD artefacts� residual cosmics or just noise� The following

criteria had to be met for a line to be accepted for the catalogue�

� Ideally the emission line should be visible as vertical bar in the �D spectrum� with

the minimum width set by the resolving power� This works �ne for stronger lines and

is also powerful for identifying and rejecting artefacts of the reduction process� or

residual cosmics�

� For fainter lines� the 	D spectra and their error function have been used� The latter

should not increase around a line candidate� The extracted SKY	 and SKY� spectra

should show the same structure with about the same strength� This criterion protects

against misidenti�cations of residual cosmics and also in noisy spectral regions� Prob�

lems due to noise are common at the beginning of each echelle order� This criterion

is very powerful� in particular when the �rst criterion starts failing for faint features�

These two criteria in combination are very e�cient for the detection of sky emission

lines which essentially should be monochromatic images of the slit� E�g�� those many

peaks in the blue spectrum which do not have an identi�cation bar have clearly failed at

least one criterion�

The list of measured lines can be claimed as almost complete at the resolution and

SNR level of the input data� Those spectral regions corresponding to the beginning of a

new echelle order may still hide some features in enhanced noise� There are also small

spectral gaps of a few �A between the redmost orders beyond ��
 �A �see Figs� �
�����

and two larger gaps of about ��
 �A at the central wavelengths of the two red settings

��� and �
 �A� due to the physical gaps between the two red CCDs in the mosaic�

Once a feature had been assessed as valid emission line� a Gaussian �tting routine was

employed to obtain the central wavelength� the central �ux� and the FWHM of the �t�
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These three parameters �called CENTER� FLUX� and FWHM� are listed in the result

tables� together with the line intensity from uncalibrated spectra �INT��

The red upper CCD su�ers from a leaking column causing broad quasi�emission in

the echelle order� These features have been easily recognized due to their known position

and atypical width� They are marked by squared crosses in the plots�

Line blends which would be considered as resolved with a simple cursor�marked ap�

proach are still a blend for the Gaussian �t procedure unless two peaks are clearly sep�

arated� Hence some of the lines catalogued here are indeed marginally resolved blends

with a FWHM in excess of the resolution limit�

���� Accuracy of line positions

The accuracy of the line positions measured is determined by the internal accuracy of

the wavelength scale� and by the accuracy of the Gaussian �tting�

The internal accuracy of the wavelength scale is measured by the rms of the di�erence

between the global dispersion solution and the arclamp emission lines� The mean rms

values for binned data range between ��� m�A for the ��
nm setting and 	 m�A for the

�
nm setting�� These numbers translate into 	�	��	�� resolution elements�

The FWHM values of the measured lines cluster very closely around the nominal

values expected from the resolving power� This means that the process of averaging the

data from several days� and from di�erent epochs in the case of the blue data� has not

introduced systematic shifts degrading the spectral resolution�

A simple cross�check on the precision of the line positions is the comparison between

the line positions as listed in the Keck atlas and in the present atlas� The di�erence

d � �UVES � �Keck ���

has been measured for N���� lines redwards of �� �A� The result is plotted in Fig� 
�

To �nd in an automatic procedure the most likely associations between Keck and UVES

line positions� a numerical window has been used� and all lines outside the window have

been rejected� The window size has been �� � �	 �A� The result is

� d �� ��� 	�m�A� ���

The error given is the likely error of a single line position� For assessing the accuracy

of the wavelength calibration achievable with the line lists presented here� let us focus on

the region ���	 �A having a rich sky emission spectrum with �� measured emission

lines in the present atlas� The rms error of the wavelength calibration in that region

would be about � m�A�

� http���www�eso�org�qc�UVES�qc�resolution qc
�html� select �dispersion rms�
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Fig� �� Residuals of wavelength determinations between the Keck atlas and the UVES atlas� ���

lines redwards of ���� �A have been measured� with a mean di�erence of � m�A and a standard

deviation of 
� m�A

	� Results� �uxcalibrated sky emission spectrum

���� Emission line spectrum and tables

Figures ���	� published electronically� show the extracted UVES sky emission spectrum�

Tables ���� available at the CDS� list the positions� widths and �uxes for all sky emission

lines�

The spectrum is plotted in � or � �A panels� with begin and end wavelength denoted

at the borders� The Figures are arranged as follows�

� Figs� � � 	� ���	����
 �A �setting ��
 DI	 �x���

� Figs� 		 � 	�� ��������
 �A �setting ��� DI� �x���

� Figs� 	� � �	� ����	���� �A �setting �� DI	 �x�� lower red CCD��

� Figs� �� � ��� ������
�� �A �setting �� DI	 �x�� upper red CCD��

� Figs� �
 � ��� ��
����
 �A �setting �
 DI� �x�� lower red CCD��

� Figs� �� � �	� ���
�	�� �A �setting �
 DI� �x�� upper red CCD��

The plots redmost of �� �A have full circles marking emission lines with identi�cation

in the Keck atlas �Osterbrock et al� 	��
��
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Table �� Measured sky emission lines

setting� range ��A� typical level number of average contribution

of sky continuum� sky emission lines from sky emission lines�

��� DI
 �x� �
�� � ���� ��
� ��� ����

��� DI� �x� ���� � ���� ��
� ��� ���


��� DI
 �x� L� ���� � ���� ���� �� ����

��� DI
 �x� U� ���� � ���� ��
� 
�� ����

��� DI� �x� L� ���� � ���� ���� 
�
� ���


��� DI� �x� U� ���� � 
���� ���� ��� ����

�central wavelength in nm� dichroic �lter� binning� L� lower red CCD� U� upper red CCD

� in 
���� cgs

� averaged across �� �A� same units as above

The plots redmost of 
 �A have markings for the positions of identi�ed OH lines

in the Rousselot et al� � list� Line positions below ���� �A have been taken from the

extended list �Lidman et al� ��� All positions have been transformed from vacuum to

air using the Edl�en �	�

� formula�

�air � �vacuum�n�

n � 	 � 	��������	� �
�� �
� �

	�� ��
�

	�� ���

����� ��
�� ���

where � � 	�� and � is measured in ��

���� Line and continuum �uxes

The bottom panel of Figure � shows the complete extracted sky emission spectrum as

registered in the six set�ups� sampled into ��A bins� The averaged continuum �ux is marked

by the solid lines� Steps between certain portions illustrate the possible uncertainties of

the �ux calibration� The continuous �extinction�free� sky emission is roughly constant

between about ��	��� cgs units �erg s���A��cm��arcs��� in the UV� and 	�	��� cgs

in the red �Table ���

The top part of Figure � shows the total sky emission �ux averaged over ��A� and the

continuum �ux separately� Below ���A� sky emission lines generally do not contribute

signi�cantly to the total sky emission �ux� Although locally emission lines are frequent�

they are all faint� Between ���A and 
��A� the strong atomic sky emission lines of �O

I ����������� 
���� and 
�
�����A� add signi�cant �ux� Above 
��A� line emission
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quickly gets stronger and stronger� This is both due to the increasing number and strength

of emission lines� Above �
 �A the averaged �ux from emission lines is a factor 
 higher

than the continuum emission� These numbers become relevant for measurements with

spectrographs at lower resolution�

Even if their average value is negligible in all but the redmost optical spectral ranges�

�uxes of sky emission lines become relevant locally� As Table � shows� their number may

locally be rather high and even� in the near�IR� dominate the whole spectrum�

���� Night�sky emission lines

In total� positions� widths and peak �uxes for N � ��	 emission lines have been meas�

ured� The strongest of them are at 	� times the sky emission continuum� The UV�blue

has many resolved lines from the rotational bands of O�� speci�cally the Herzberg I and

Chamberlain bands� Their intensity is up to 	 times continuum� They show up all the

way down to our spectral limit� about �	� �A�

The wavelength range � � ���A is sparsely populated� The red spectra are dom�

inated by OH �Meinel� lines� with some regions with strong telluric O� absorption�


� Conclusions

This paper provides the �ux�calibrated optical night�sky emission spectrum for the

wavelength range �	� � 	�� �A measured at high resolution with the echelle spec�

trograph UVES� It is based on the deepest high�resolution exposures of the night�sky

emission taken so far� Faint continuum sky emission has a level of 	���	��� cgs� A

total of ��	 night�sky emission lines has been carefully selected and measured� with an

average accuracy of 	� m�A�

This set of data could become useful to serve as template for subtraction of sky

emission lines and for wavelength calibration� The night�sky emission �ux can be used

as input for exposure time calculators and for planning sky�limited observations�

Figures ���	 are published in electronic form�� Tables ���� along with the 	D�spectra

as FITS �les� are available in electronic form�� There is also a web site for quick�look

browsing	�

ESO is open for a collaboration for an ongoing analysis of the data material presented

here�

� http��edpsciences�org
� via anonymous ftp to cdsarc�u�strasbg�fr or via

http���cdsweb�u�strasbg�fr�cgi�bin�qcat�J�A�A��TBD�

� http���www�eso�org�qc�UVES�pipeline�sky spectrum�html
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